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Partial Differential Equat.ions in Complex Analysis

21.8. bis 26.8. 1983

The conference on "Partial Differential Equations in Complex

Analysis U organized by K.Diede'rich (Wuppertal) , I.Lieb (Bann)

and J.J.Kohn (Pr~nceton) has faund a very large international

interest despite its partial collision with the International

Congress of Mathematicians in Warsaw. It was atte~ded by 53

mathematicians from 12- different countries. Because of the

strang development in the field since the last ~uch conference

in Oberwalfach 3 years aga, there were 2 or 3 langer lectures

eaeh day plus shorter reports on new results, such that, all

tagether, 40 participan~s cantributed to the program of the

conference. The topics covered belonged to the following areas:

Regularity of the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the ~-Neumann

problem, CR-structures with their corresponding Laplacians

and CR-functions, complex Monge-Ampere equations, partial

differential operators in the theory of complex vector bu~dle~,

harmonie maps,singularities and extendability of positive

currents,function aigebras,geometry of pseudoconvex boundaries,

proper holomorphic maps and correspondences,invariant metries.
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Vortragsauszüge

T.AKAHORI:

On the local embedding theorem of CR-structures

Let (M, °T") be an abstract strong'ly pseudoconvex CR

structure.Kuranishi solved th~ loeal embedding problem in

the case dimmM = 2n - 1 > 9. The motivation of our work

is to establish the local embedding theorem also in the 'case

dirn lRM = 7. Our set-up" is as fOllows. Let (M, °T'"') be the

original eR .structure. "For this (M,oT") " we take a C
oo

_

embedding 9 satisfying

(1) O{g) (po) ='0

(2) O(g) E. f(M,oT" e (O'T If )*)

where O(g) means the CR-structure induced by g: This is

possible beeause the deformation of the contact strueture,is

trivial. In this situation, the loeal. effibedding' problem, in'

Kurariishi's notation ~ -problem, can be reduced to t&e following

Ob-problem Find a C~- embedding f satisfying

(1) f IC g , Dbf = 0 alöng the level set of

t$ 0 f

(2) The in'duced CR-s·tructure 0 (f) 18" in

f(M,oT If
" (oT If )*)

where t<p i8 the admissibl'e 'distance function -for the eInbedding

9 and (M,O(g)T" J and Db mean8the operator induced by D along

t$of. Furthermore, the above f satisfying (1) and (2) can be

obtained in the case dimmM = 2n - 1 ~ 7.
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E.AMAR :

00

Extension of Holomorphic Functions in H

Let Q ={p<o} be a pseudoconvex domain ce a:n with a C.,- SIllX>th

boundary and X c: n be a holomorphic subvariety of the form

X = {zEnlu,(z) = ••• = uk(z) = O} with UjEA""(TI). X is called e
to be transversal if dpAdU,A ••• AdUk * 0 on X'" bQ . The

domain Q is called to be lineally convex at p (C bQ , iff

TC! 1"\ TI "u = {I>} , for a sui table .open neighborhood U of p, and
p

pseudo-lineally convex at p , iff it can be m~de lineally

convex by a Iocal holomorphic change of coordina~es at p. The

following results about extensions of bounded hqlomorphic

functions on X·were cornmunicated: Let n ,X be as above.

Theorem 1 : If n is lineally convex at each pE. X" bn .,

then for any f ~ H
oo

(XnQ) there is an FE: H
oo

( Q ) with Fix = f.

Theorem 2: If n is pseudo-lineally convex at each pE. Xf"\ bQ

and X is holomorphic on a neighborhood of IT , then for each

there is an F E. H
oo

( n) such that F IX = f .

D.BARRETT

A smooth bounded domain with irregular Bergman orojection

An example was given of a (no?-pseudoconvex) smoothly

bounded domain 0 in ~2 whose Bergman projection operator failed

to map C~(D) into LP(D) for any pre-determined p > 2.
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P. de BARTOLO~ffiIS :

Complex Analytieity of Harmonie Maps

(Joint work wi th ftL Derridj r
Let' f:- (N,g)---t-(M,h) be a harmonie energy minimizing

~ map between eornplete non-compact Kähler manifolds. The second

variation of the a - energy of f induces a semipositive definite

quadratie form on Co ( f*[~MJ 1,0 )

ftv s l2d
ll f{ 'k afa af ß rn sV}dlJ0(5) : = + gJ K -- 5aßrnv awo aWkN N J

Assurne the h~lomorphie bisectional curvature of M is positive.

If we can find a seetion s =!= 0 of E: = f* [TM] 1 , O' satisfying

v 5 0
(l?) { 0(5)

~ 0

J
0j( afa af ß

In vwe obtain 0 2. gJ K -- 5 S dlJ < 0 ,
N aßrnv aW j aWk

-
and so af o.

In order to solve (P) we study the equation (*) Vu = a

Under the assumption

(1) f*(w) =[f(w)]1,1

where w is the eurvature form on M, (*) is reduced to a a -problem

for a strueture of a holomorphie vector bundle on Ei we study

this a- problem by means 'of Hörmander l s L2-theory and, under the

condition:
(2) eurv(E) + ddc~ + RieN is dim~N - positive

we can construct? V - parallel section s * O. of E 5atisfying

1151 2 e-~dlJ < 00

N
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for a weight factor <p. If furthermore , cf> aatisfies

(3) 1 + 0
2 ) e-$ > k > 0

at infinity,where 0 is a C
oo

_ exhaustion on N with bounded

gradient, then we obtain 0(5) ~ 0 , thus (P) is satisfied,

and f, is holomorphic. ~

E.BEDFORD

Proper holomorphic correspondence5 of bounded domains in an

(Joint work with S.Bell)

Let st,D ccan be domains. A holomorphic correspondence

f: n --0 D is a set-valued ,mapping which may be given the

algebroid representation fez) {w1 , ... ,wp}' where the

o p-1 p-1 0 k nw' s s'atisfy Wj + a j (z)w
j

+ ••• + a
j

(z) = 0 , and a
j

(z) :Q --t CI:

is a·bounded function. The following theorem was shown:

Theorem 1: If Q,D are C
OO

pseudoconvex domains and if

n satisfies condition (R), then

S(z):~ u,· ·u TI< f.-f.)(z)
p itj 1 )

belangs to Coo(TI), where fez) = {f,(z), ... ,fp(~)} and U j is

the Jacobian determinant of fjo Furthermore S(z)f~looo f~(z) ~,

is in Coo(n) for all integers a" •. ,ap > o.

One application of this result was to obtain factorization

of a proper holomorphic mapping g:n-.y. Such a rnapping gives

a holomorphic correspondence -1
9 g: st--oO

Theorem 2 : If.n is strongly pseudoconvex and simply

connected, bQ 6 C
OO

, then every irreducible component of the
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graph of g-1 g is an autornorphism of Q . Thus there exists a

finite'subgroup r qf Aut(Q) such that 9 i~ faetored by

--q_-.-..) Q Ir ___f_......, y

where q is the quotient map and f isabiholornorphisrn.

~ M.BEHRENS:

Nonexistence of loeal plurisubharmonie defining' fuhctions

A brief sketch of a proef ef the fol16~ing results was

given.

Theorem 1: There exists a bounded domain r2 ce (!2 " with

real analytic srnooth, boundary bn , 0 € bQ , such that:

a) All points in bQ ...... {O} are strongly pseudöconvex, 0 is

weakly pseudoconvex

b) 'There 1s a Ioeal holemorphic suppörting fqnction in'O' to r2
. . .. . . ~. '.

c) Suppose U = U (0) is an open neighborhood of' ,0 and '0': U-+ lR

is a ck-defining function for brl" U, k ~ 6 , then there are '.

points p~ bQnU (arbitrarily elose to 0) such 'that the Levi form

of 0 has negative eigenvalues at p. ~ -
c.o

Let p bea~defining funetion fbr·the above 'domain Q

Theorem 2 Suppose U is an open neighbor~ooq of 0 .a~~

witl}. some

nonnegative \pE.Cw (U "bQ) (J2 being as in .Theorem 1). Then there

does not exist a function u eck (U f"'\ TI) , k ~ 6, whieh solves the

Dirichlet problem for the Monge-Ampere operator:

=$ on TI n U , u plurisubharmonie 'on QnU
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S.BELL:

Sobolev Estimates for Holomorphic Functions

(Joint work with E.Bedford)

If D is a smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in an that

satisfies condition (R), then A (D) and A-oo(D) are mutually

dual via an extension of the usual L 2 pairing. This fact can be

us~d to study the boundary behavior of proper holomorphic

correspondences between smooth bounded pseudoconvex domains.

Theorem: If f: D, D2 is a proper holamorphie

correspondence between smooth bounded pseudoconvex domains in ~n,
p

and if D, satisfies condition (R) ,then L U.· ( h 0 f i ) is
i=' 1

in Aoo(D,) whe~ever h is i~ A
oo

(D
2
).

(Here, f i are the locally defined holomorphic mappings that

define f ,and u i = det[fi'J ).

A.BONAMI:

Zeros of the Nevalinna class and integrability conditions for

closed positive currents
/

The Blaschke qondition fö(z,bD)dOX(z) < 00 is necessary
X

and sufficient for X to be the'zero of a holamorphie function

f in the Nevalinna class of one of the domains

+ I z 1
2Pn <n

In the -.simplest case of the domain D = { p< 0 } , with

, the crucial.fact here is tha~
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the complex tangent coefficient e AapAap of a closed positive

current e which satisfies the Blaschke condition Io·(z,bD)lle < (X)

satisfies the stronger integrability condition

2 -1+ 1JiSA ap1\ä~1 - I z,l) P -< +

This condition generalizes to all domains D = {p<O} in cr
2

whose

all boundary points are of type < m . Then i I '8- 1
0 I\. apAap< 00 I

2/3 1- 2/3 2/m'- 21m
S = 1\2 + 1\3 Ipl + •••• + Am Ipl

where 1\ k E A the SUffi being taken over generators of the ideals

I
k

introduced by J.J.Kohn ·

D.BURNS: .

Special Exhaustion Functions on Affine Algebraic Mani(olds

Let M be an n-dimensional affine algebraic manifold in ~N

such that M ithe projective closure of M in pN is smooth ,and

H := ~N, ~N intersects ~ transversally. "The proof of the.
GO .

followinq theorem was sketched

Theorem: There exist strict1y plurisubharmonic exhaustions

1 on M such that,outside a compact set Ke M, u:= log T verifies

the homogeneous Monge-Ampere equation:

An estimate for the Ricci curvature of the Kähler metric

with potential T was established, and partial resu1ts of R. Foote

in the converse direction were discussed,viz. ,given certain M
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which admit exhaustions T as above, one can construct many

holomorphic functions which grow polynomially w.r.t. T •

D.W.CATLIN:

Subelliptic estimates for pseudoconvex domains of finite txpe ~

Let Q = {r < 0 } c: ct
n

be a bounded domain , b n smooth. We

.say that a point zOi bn is of finite type,if there is a nurnber

T > ° such that if V ,is al-dimensional complex analytic variety

with.z°e.V; then the inequality Ir(z)1 ~cllz - zOlln, ZEV,Z near

z~, does not hold for any n>T • Let T (zo) , the type of zO ,.

denote the smallest such number T. A subelliptic estimate holds

near zo, iff

holds for all u € dom~) r"\ dom(a *) "CCX)o ( ) (U)
, p,q

. 0
neighborhood of z •

,where U is a

Theorem: Suppose bn is pseudoconvex near oz , and

Then the estimate (SEt) helds in same neighborhood U of zO,

with E= (T (zo) ) -N , N = (n-1) n-1 • .e
By combining this result with another result on necessity

of the finite~ property,it fellows that finite type is necessary

and ~ufficient for the existence of a subelliptic estimate on

a pseudoconvex domain.
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Zero sets and interpolation sets for Aoo(D) .

Let D be a ,bounded strictly pseudoconvex 40main .i~ ~n with

a Coo-boun~ary. Let E be a closed $ubset of ~D~ E 1s said to be an

~ interpolation set for Aoo(D), if E is totally real,and if.for ?n~

function f€Coo(~n) ~uch that af vanishes to infinite order on E,

there exists a function F€ Aoo(D) such that OaF

every multi-index a~

Theorem 1: Let f be a C
OO

curve on bD such that V p& r

T (f) ~ TC (bD) Let E be a como_act subset of ,f'p ..,.. p

(1)· E 1s. a zero set for ~00 (D) iff - I .109 d (z: ,E) ~l (l;) < 00

00 r .
(2) E is an interpolation set for A (D) '. lf.f

there exist c,c'> 0 such.that for any interval I
:. ~ .

along f

1 f log 1 dl(z:) + c' log 1
< c. 1 (I)

1(1) I
d(z:,E) -

These results extend those obtained by Carleson (1952) and

Alexander-Taylor-Williams (1971) in the case of the u~it,disc

e in (!. The necessity of condition (1) follows from a .. ,~ore ge!1E!J:"a~

result.

Theorem 2: Let 0 be a domain in ~n with a C
oo

_ boundary.

Let f be a C
OO

curve on bO su~h that f?r any p~f T f cf TC (bO) .
p. P ,", .. "

Let F be a function in Aoo(D) which does not vanish inside of D;

then I,og IF I is locally integra~le along r wi.th .respect to the

length measure dl .
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J.P. D'ANGELO :

Intersection theory and the Cauchy Riemann equations

In this talk proofs of the following theorems on the behavior

of the order of contact of complex analytic varieties with areal

hypersurface were sketched.

Theorem: Let M be areal hypersurface in ~n; ~et ~(M,p) denote

the maximal order of contact of l-dirnensional complex analytic

varieties with M at P. where p 6 101.

(1) Suppose for a Po f. M ~(M,PO) is finite. Then there is a

~ neighborhood of Po on which ß(M,p) < 2 ( ß(M,po»n-1

(2) Suppose (MA)A is a family of hypersurfaces.all containing

n-l
p. Then ß(MA,P) ~ 2 (ß(Mo·'p» •

(3) Suppose M is also pseudoconvex.Then the bound can be

improved to
ß(M,p) < 2 ( ß (l-1, P ) ) n - 1-q

2 . ,

where q is the number of p~sitive eigenvalues of the Leviform of

M "at p .

(4) Suppose M = {r O}, pe. M , where r is a polynomial of

stated:

for all U

degree d. Then either ~

(a) There is a complex analytic variety VCM through p

or (h) ß(M,p) < 2 d(d-l)n-l .

Let M be areal analytic hypersurface. The following facts were also

(i) M is strictly pseudoconvex at p , iff l(U,p) = mp

(family of ideals in 0 , m = maximal ideal in 0 )
p p. _. P

(ii) M is of finite type at p , iff I t(u,p) mp ,where;---

denotes holomorphic radical.
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J.P.DEMAILLX :

Propagation of sing~lariti~s of closed positive currents

Let T"be a close~ positive (p,p) current defined on a"Runge

open subset Q c a:~. The following question was discussed:

(Q) Can T be extended to a (p,p) current" e defined on a:n ?

It was shown that the answer is positive if the masses of T are

of sufficiently low density, and furthermore, that there:is no

propagation of singularities, i.e. e

This gave an extension theorem for analytic'subsets in mean value.

Conversely, by'means öf results of Skoda and'El Mir on the
." .

extens~on of ciurrents across pluripolar sets,"counterexamples were

given to show that the above"sufficient conditions are best

possible at least in the hypersurface case.

M.DERRIDJ :

The Cauchy problem for a
In this talk the following problem was treated. Let S ~ a:n

be a hypersurface, containing 0, say smooth. Let U be a neighborhood

of 0 which splits into U =
+ - ".'" "

U U SV U • Then find a neighborhood

V of 0 in a:n , such that the following ~olds:

Given a a closed (Q,Q+1) form, say smooth, with support in ij+

then there 1s a (O,q) form u such that

f

o

on V

Some sufficient conditions'on S were discussed (essentially when
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one has degeneracies of the eigenvalues of the Levi form,

otherwise the problem was solved by Andreotti-Hill) under

which the precedent problem is solvable. Such solvability

has applications in extension of ab-closed fo~rns.

J~GLOBEVNIK

A holomorphic function in the ball with wild boundary behavior

The" following i~ known .

. Theorem (Stout-Globevnik-Alexander): Let D be a bounded

~omain in ~N , N ~ 2 , and let f be holomorphic in D. There are

a point pE. bD , and an are' A contained in D except for its end

point p , along wh1ch f i5 a constant.

Theorem 2 (Stout-Globevnik): Let DC~~n be a strongly pseudo

convex domain with a c2_ boundary. There is a holornorphic function

f on D such that if y: [0,1] -+ i5 is a smooth map, y ( [0,1» CD,

y(1) € bD , and ~(1) is not tangent to bD at y(1) ,then lim f(y(t»
t-+1

does not exist.

We sketch the proof of the following new result, related to

Theorem 1 and 2.

Theorem 3: Let B be the open unit ball in ~N, N > 1. Th~~e

is an r> 0 and a function f,holomorphic in B with the property

that if x ~ bB and if A is a path with x as one end point such that

A,{x} is contained in the open ball with radius r which is contained

in Band tangent to bB at x , then lim f(z) does not exist.
z-+x
z~A' {,Je}
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R.E.GREENE :

The Automorphism Groups 2of 'C -Strongly Pse.udoconvex Domains

(Joint work with S.Krantz)

2
B~ definition,a sequence {D~}i of ~ -. bounded domains conv~rges

C2 to a C2-bounded do~~in 0 if there exists for all i suffie~ent-o '.

ly large, diffeomo.rphi.:sms Fi :,.°
0

-+ Di such that {Fi}i eonverges

to the identity on D in the C2 topology.o
2'

Theorem: If. Do is a C strongly pseu~oeonvex (bounded)

domain and if {Dil i .eonverges C
2

to 0
0

,", the:t:l, fO,r ,i ;suff.ic~.~~7.1y

large, Aut (D i ) (= .{ Th.e biholomorphie self-maps ..qf 0i } .> ..is
def. .

isomorphie to a subgr9up.of Aut (Da) .

One notes that because of lack of differenti~bility n~.local

~nvariant·theory (Chern-Moser-Tanaka). eould be. relevant he~~ .. It

can be shown by examples that in the C1-e:. , (e:>q give~~ '.' to~O~ogy

on C1-e:. domains no .eorresponding result holds .. ~he. p:r:~of ~~ th~

theo~em uses the fact that if ai€~ut(Oi) ,each i,~ t~e~.t~ere

exists 'an a o €. Aut(Do ) such t.~qt some. ~ubsequence. of {?'i}i ~onv~r

ges un~fC?rmly on compa,et subsets to a o . This re~~~.t ;is pr~yed.. by

exploiting certain stability. properties of the, Eisenma~,!.':in~ :

Caratheodary volume farms to establish the nondegenf7racr_o~_t1;t~

~l~m~~ map. The prpof is then eompleted;by using grpup ~nvariant

exhaustion functions to create a situation ~n whi9h the t~~ory.of

group aetions .on com~aet manifolds ean be ~pp~ied•.
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G.HERBORT :

Closed Geodesics and Geodesic Spirals for·the Bergman Metric

Two theorems were discussed which deal with the existence

of geodesics for the Bergman metric with a special behavior.

Let Q be a smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in ~n of the form 4It.
n = {r < 0 },and let B~ denote the Bergman metric of n.

Theorem 1: Suppose the following holds:

(B) There are c, n > 0 such that B
2 > c Ir l-nds 2 1Q eue

Then, given a closed curve Co in Q , not homotopic to zero, there

exists a closed ge9desic y for Bn ' which is homotopic to Co

Theorem 2: Suppose n is strongly pseudoconvex,and the 1st

fundamental gröup of Q is infinife. Then, given a point zo~ n ,

lying not on a closed geodesic (except for the trivial one)

there exists a geodesic spiral emanating from zo, i.e. a geodesie

y , such that y ( JR+) C ~ , where Ren is compact.

It is shown.in a joint ·paper with Diederich-Fornaess that if the

a - Neumann problem for (0,1) - forms on Q is subelliptic.,then

(B) holds. Combining this with the new result of Catlin, that im-

plies.the subelliptici~y of the above a- Neumann problem when n is

of finite type ,one obviously obtains

Theorem ,': If Q is a smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain of

finite type, then the conclusion of Theorem' holds.

The above theorems 1 and 2 were illustrated by explicit state-

ments on the existence of closed or spiraling geodesics·of the

Bergman metric of an annulus in the plane.
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P .. JAKOBCZAK :

Extension and decomposition theorems in 'strictly pseudoconvex .

domains

In the sequel· D denates a strongly pseudcconvex danain in afl ,Dan open

e neighborhood 01: 0 , M' a closed =mplex subvariety of D -which has no singular

~ints on bD and intersects bD transversally .. set M := M'n D.

Theörem 1; a) If bD € ck+5 (k € :N) then there' exist linear and cx:mtinous

extension ()perators P: Ak(M) -i" Ak(D) , and R: Hoo~k(M) -+ Hoo,k(D).

b) If bDE.ck+6 (kE:N) ,and k< t< k+1, then there exist almear

and cx:mtinous extension operator R: At (M) -+ At (0) ..

Theorem 2: Under the same assmnptions as in '!heerem 1 there exist linear

- k oo,k
and continous extension operators P: A(M x M) . ~ A(D x D) , where A ~ ~;_.,. H

or At"

FOr any set Y let Ay denote the diagonal in Y- x Y ..

'lheorem 3: SlJP!X>se that

a) bDEck+5 and A= Ak·or Hoo,k

or b) bD eck+
6

. and A= At ' k< t< J~+1 ..

Set Ao(Dx D) := {f E A(O x D) I fit::. D = O} .. Then there is a .:l:-inear napping

B: An (D x D) -+ [O(D x D) ] n such that
n.

(i) f(z,r;) L (z.-r;.)B. (z,r;)
j=1 ) J J

(ii) If Q:= D~ D''bo.,~.foreach KCC:Q.the ma~ing

is a continous map' fran P1) (0 x D) to [ A(K) ] n

Theorem 4: If U-denotes the mri.t disc:in <! and 9" ~ ... ,~EA(lP) satisfy

the conditi:ons
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a) {(Z,l;)€,u2
1 gj(Z,Z;) 0, 12. j 2. N· } = /). U.

b) The germs (gj) (z,z) , 1.::t:~ , generate the ideal of germs of

holaroq;hi.c f\D1ctions at (z , z) which vanish on.1u ' Z € U

c) There exists a neighborhood V of I\,u in TI> such that gi IV\ "1.J * 0, a
,'< i < N. •

expression

'Ihen there 15 a ~ear mapping B Ao (t]2 ) -+ [0 (~) ] N such that

(i) f = g,B1f + ••••• + 9tr\f
(U) If Q :~ Ux U'''bu then for every KCCQ the Jri3,pping f t-+ (B1fIK, •• 'VIK)

is a continous map fran Ac> (U2) tO [A(K)] N

K.O.KISELMAN

Can the Mange-Ampere operator be applied to any plurisubharmonic

function ?

The real Mange-Ampere operator can be applied to any real-valued

convex function f (say,onm2
) ,although the individual terms in the

f f - f fxx yy xy yx

need not have a sense as distributions. In the complex case one may

ask analogously if
M = f - f - - f - f -

f xx yy ~y yx

can be defined for any plurisubharmonic function f ( say on ~2 ).

Two difficulties which have to be taken care of by any definition

were'discussed in the lecture. Adefinition of Mf was proposed which

extends the one due to Bedford-Taylor (Acta Math. 149,' (1982) )

which is partial1y hut not completely successful.
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G.KOMATSU :

Variations of domains and of-the Bergman kernel

The boundary variation and the va~iation by'cutting'~ hole

of the Bergman kernel associated to a bounded domain', in a:n "was

~ discussed. At first Hadamard's' variational formula for the Berg~

man kernel of a strictly pseudoconvex dornain with a' smooth bbund~

ary was given,after showing the srnooth dependenc'e 'of' the'· Bergman

kerneion a small perturbation of th.e domain .. : A"' similar·. förmül'a

for the Szegö kernel was also stated.·

Next an e){plic1t formula w"as presented which exhi'bi ts 'how"

the Bergman kernei. varies by cutting a compact hole ·from a b6unded

domain in <tn , n .?: 2. (This part is ajoint work 'wi'th' S ~Ozawa) ~' This

formula was applied to the que'stion of preservat"i6n': öf boundedhess

properties of the Bergman proj"ector in, various function' spClce's-~

Also the case when the hole is n"ot compact:. was" treat'ea' and a

refined version of the monotone dependence of .the Be~gman:'~~~~'lE;~1

on the domain was provided. The proof u~es t.he" ·idea of doubl,y ::.

orthogonal systems. A similar idea was used ~n or~er" ~o,generalize
~ ..... - ...

Bell's duality theorem on holomorphic functions ..

Zero sets and approximation

" ...

PnBy the ~tüntz theorem; distinct positive 'integral"powers 5

span L2 ( (0, 1) ) 1ff L 1 ,!," Equivalently, if {p}'n=1 Pn n n
belongs to the zero set of a bounded' hol'omorphie function ·~f '$" 0 on

the half plane {Re(z) > O} ,then ~ 1 <
n~1 Pn
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Similar connections between spanning properties and zerq sets

exist in other cases.·Qpestion: When are linear·combinations of
Pn qn 2

distinct monomials .5 t dense in L ( {O < t, 5 < 1 }) ? Positive

upper density of the corresponding set of lattice points (Pn,qn)

is a sufficient condition (Korevaar-Hellerstein). (One may e,
conjecture that the Müntz-type condition n~1 p2 q2 + 00

+
qn 1

n n
suffices (assuming Ö <: < 5" ) ) . Let f(z,w) be a };)ounded

Pn
holomorphic function $0 on the octant U ={(z,w)€ (!2 I Re (z.) ,

Re(w) > O} and let Aö(R) ,denote the area of the zero set Z(f)

in the "box" Re w 1{1 < (Re z) 2 + (Re w) 2 < R2 ,ö < Re z < '6 and

11m zl ,11m wJ <1} . The Korevaar-Hellerstein result has led to

(and is irnpli~d by) the area theorem Aö(R) (due to

Ronkin and Berndtson .). The above Müntz type conjecture correspon4s

to the area conjecture
ooJ -2 . .

1 r dA(r) < 00 , for which plausibility

.arguments can be provided.

S.G.KRANTZ :

Characterizations of Certain Weakly Pseud6convex Domains by their

Automorphism Groups

(Joint work with R.E.Greene)

A generalization of Rosay's well-known theorem was presented

which applies to certain dornains in (!2.

LetTheorem: 0< m €. 7l • Let E c:: <!
2 . be given bym

. 2 2
Ern = { Iz 11 + 1z 2 1m < .} •

Let n be a domain in (!2 with a smooth boundary. Suppo~e

j
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JL ( 1 ,0) E bQ -and that there is a defining funct10n p.

for Q such that near 11..: p(z) = -1 + Iz1 ,2 +lz212m~+ R(z)

with IR(z) I < cill- z 112rn+ 1 If there 1s a zOE,' n and, bi --
holornorphic ~elf-maps ~J' of n such that ~. (zo) +

J .

. .then Q is biholornorphic to Ern

L . LEMPERT < :'

as _j+ co ,

Automorphisms of convex domains

Let n be a' bounded domain in an .. ' H. Cartan I s theorem-

asserts that if p€S1 , then r :={~EAut( Q) I <P(p). = p} 1s cornpaet.

The following question was studied:

(Q) Let r. be a compaet; subgroup.. of Aut (Q). Does this 1mply

that,radmits a fixed point, i.e. does there.exist a 'point

p,n with rp = p .?

The answer is in general "no". (T'!-ke e. g. Q= {z~ tel 0< Iz I< 1} ) ..

However,Greene and Krantz showed that the answer is positive,if

n is C~- elose to the ball. T~eir pro~f used stability properties

of the Bergm~n met~ie and a theorem of E~Cartan.

A new theorem was ~resented the pro~f.of which 1s based upon

ideas of E.Cartan.

Theorem: Let n ca~ be a bound~9 convex domain and let r be

a compact ~ubgroup of Aut(n). Then r adrnits a fixed point.

E.LöW :

Boundary values of holomoohic functions

In this lecture the question of inner funetions on the unit
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ball in ~n, n > 2 , was discussed. They were constructe~ by

Alexandrow at the end of 1981 and independently by Löw at the

beginning of 1982.

Theorem: For ~ny positive bounded low~r. semicontinous

funct~on $ on the boundary S of Bn there is a bounded holomorphic

function f on Bn with boundary lim~ts $ almost everywhere. If

o is the area measure on S, there is also a function f€A(Bn )

whose boundary values satisfy Ifl = ~ on a .set M~S with

a(M) elose to 0(8).

J.MICHEL :

The generalized" Koppelman formula arid its application to strictly

q-convex domains

The following" result on integral representations of

(O,r) - forms on strietly q-convex domains ,r ~ q-1·, was

presented.

Theorem: Let GCc ~n be a strictly q-convex domain with a

C~-smooth boundary. For r= q-1, •.. ,n there exist linear integral

operators Tr , such that for all Y€C~,r(G) ,with Y and ay bounded

the following holds

, if r ~ q(i) y

Y ,if r q-1
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(ii) sup IT yl <" c {suplyl + s~pl ay,l } ",for r .. ~:q-l.
G r· G G

The proof of this·theorem is an application o~ the gener~lize~

Koppelman formula and some special coordinated barrier fo~ms.

T.OHSAWA :
;

"Global realization of strongly'pseudoconvex eR manifolds

Let S be areal hypersurface 'in"oa complex manifold' M.' Then,

T~10,0, the holomorphic tangent "bundle ofM , determines; an inte"-

grable ~ubbundle. T~ ~= T l , 0 I' S il {T 8 <!) c::
M S .

on "(S,T~) " a <;R manifold is 'defined "as a- pair (X,T*) consisting

of a differentiable manifold: X' and a subbundle 'Ticc TX ~ ~ of' cdrank

satisfying the folldwing two conditiorts:: (i)

(ii) Ti is closed'under the Poisson brackef. "Then Boutet~e

Monvel showed

Theorem 1: Any strictly pseudo~onvex manifold" is hölomorphically

imbeddable' ioto same (!N., provided that di~ x· > 5~

Our re'sult 1s as follows:

"Theorem 2: "Let (X,Tx) be a compact strictly pseudoconvex

eR manifold of dimension > 5. Then I(X,T~) is real{z~bl~ a~ a

hypersurface af a complex manifold.

The proof is based upon Bautet de ~onvel's imbedding theorem

which assures the existence :of a realization X c.<tN for

sufficiently large N. We apply theh Tanaka's stab11ity theorem

to perform a finite number of bumps on X and obtain a strictly
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pseudoconvex manifold X which is the boundary of a complex

manifold containing X as a hypersurface ..

J.C.POLKING

Holomorphic extension of CR functions

I.et r.fn-d be a generic CR rranifold in afl of real codi.nension d. ~ theorems

were discussed concerning the problem of describing quantitatively the open

set n c:: rf1 to which all CR funct:i.ons. on M can be extended holarorphically.

Theorem 1: (due to Bogess-Polking ana. independently to Baouendi ,Chang ,

and Treves) Iet p E. M be a given ~int and r be the conveX closed" hull of
o Po

the image of the tevi form of M at p • Assurre r * ß.· Then given a
o Po

neighborhood W of p there exist open sets w· C M, n c cr? such that
o

a) PoE. w' c. n" M c w

b) Fbr every cone r ~ r there is an open set wr c. rot and an· Er>' <;>
. Po

such that ~ + ( r" B ) c: n
Er

c) Evel:y continous holarorphic function f on w has an extension F e <n Hl}"C (n) •

Theorem 2: (due independentty to Bogess-Pitts, Baouendi-Treves,and to Rea)

If ~-1 c a? is a hypersurface of type k at a };X)IDt p EM, then·the
. . 0

following ho1ds:

a) If k is odd, every CR fl.mction on M. is lcx::ally the restriction of a

holarorphic function near po.

b) If k is even, every CR function extends. to a oolarorphic ftmction on

at least one side of M.
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R.M.RANGE :'

Integral Representations on Hennitian M:mi.folds: "The a - Neurrann Soiution

to the Cauchy-Riemarm a;ruations

Let X be a Henni.tlan canplex manifold and D c. X'a sm::x>thly l:x::nmdi:d·

strictly' pseudoConveX domain. If N is the a '- Neumann operator for, D, the

operator a* N sblves the a eqtBtion: givEm f ca L
2 ' '+1'(D) , af ;; 0 ,o,q

f 1 kei:O, then u = a*'Nf is the unique sOlution UEL
2

of'" au = 'f ,o,q

with u 1 ker a . In this lecture results were discussed which deal with "

finding explicit representations, for "ä*N in tenns of integral kernels. The

rnai.n objective was te establish the basic repre8entatiori" fonnula

(1) tf\ = T atf\ + T* 1 a *tf\ + Eqtf\ ,for cf> e c1
(0) fl dOm a* •

0/. q 0/ q_ 0/ %,q

where all operatOrs are explicit and srroothing of seme order ~

The nain result was as follows:

Theorem: (Li~Rarige") • If the rretric on X is a Levi rretric 'for 'D; t.hen (1)

holds for all q > 1 , With T , T* '1' and E - srioothing of"order . 1/2 , (i.e.- q q- q

they send L
co

_ fonns to Lipschitz - 1/2 - fonns ) .

Coroll.ary: ~*N = T + nore srroothing tenns on range(a) •
q. ."'.

Iess canplete resu1ts hold in case 'of arbitrary Henni.tian rretrics; on 'the othere extreIre, the fonnulas becane exact in the case of the ball.

H.L.roYDEN

Dual· Extrena.l Problems and the KObayashi ~tric for Corivex 0Jmains

(Joint werk with P.M.Vhng)

Let D be a bol.Dlded COrivex "danain iri a? The Kobayashi problem for a IX'int

q 'E D and a direction v ~ rfl 15 to mi..nimize *for all holaroiphic ~ps
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f: ß -+- D with f(O) = q and f' (0) AV ,A > O. Here.fl denates the

mrit disc in CI • By means of the wethod of dual extrernal problems a ~rect

proof of the follONing result was given.

Theorem: A map f : ß -+- 0 is mi.ni.mal for the ~bayashi problem

Klq;v), for the pair lq,v) 4ö D x f!!1 if·and only iffle
iS

, €.bD for alllost .'

all eiSE aß and there is.a map h : fl -+- CI? of Hardy class H1 (~) such. that

for aln'ost all eiae afl the hyperplane

{ Re ki
1

e"'iS~ leiS , (~- ~ leiS) = 0

is a supp::>rting hyperplane to 0 at f(eiS). If 0 is strictly convex,. then

f is Wlique.

'Ibis result was obtained by Ianpert using inclirect rrethods, when the

lxnmdary of D is sufficiently srrooth.

Corollary : ·The Kobayashi and Caratheodory rretrics for D coincide.

This result has also been obtained by Iempert.

G. SCHUMACHER :

An apptication of the Calabi-Yau theorem to the construction of a coarse

ncduli space

In algebraic gearetry coarse m:xluli spaces are known for p:>larized

abelian varieties (Mlmlford) and for canonically polarized canpact varieties

(Papp) • Interpreting a IX'larization as an integer-valued Kähler class, \\1e.

carry over this nation to canpact Kähler manifolc:ls by the. assignIlelt of a

fixed Kähler class. 'lhe exis~ce of a cooresIXJndi.ng embedding into a

-projective space has to be replaced by transcendental rrethods whi9h are resed
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UfOn S.T. Yau' s solution of the Calabi problem. For lX)larized rnaiufolds

with c,= 0 we construct" c;;. coarse nnduli space. This is carried aut"in 'three

steps. First we show the existence of tmiversal Kähler defonnations. In order

to get out of this a local patch of the desired rroduli space, one has ~

identify those lX)ints of the base which correspond to isorrorphic 'fibres. By

rreans of the Barlet space one can sJ:1ow that the graph of tl"l€"" 'induced

equivalence" relation is constructible. Under the as'sumption c
1
= 0 it is closed

by the -isortorphism prot:erties f,?r such families'. Then the graph can actually

be canputed as an orbit of a finite group acting holonorphicaIly on the :base.

Finally the coarse m:xluli space can the patched together from the _quoti:~ts

as a Hausdorff canplex space.
~ 4 _ - •

With the same rrethods and the global Torelli theorem of Burns-~p::>p::>t

one gets a fine noduli space for marked p:>larized K 3 surfaces.

N.S~BONY :

Pluripositive currents.

Let T be a positive. current on an open subset ", Q c C!n... : The

currentT is said to be pluripositive iff T is anormal current

satisfying ddcT > o.

Proposition: ~et T be a pluripos;itive. currept o~: bidi.Ip~~sion

. (p,p) in Q. Then

(,) If T has a compact .support t~en. T = 0

.(2) If A.C 11 such that A
2p

(A) 0, then.. XA~-= 0

. (Rere for any set Ac an , XA denotes the characteris.ti~ :+l1.nc~tion

of A qnd ·A denotes the 2p-dimensi.onal Hausdor~,f .me~su~_e).".,~"2p
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Theorem: Given a pluripositive current T of bidimension

(p,p) in n , and a elosed eomplete pluripolar set AC n, then

(1) d ( XAT) XAdT

(2) dd
e (XAT) > 0

The result was shown by Skoda - El Mir in the case that the ~
eurrent is elosed.

Corollary: If T is supported on an irredueible variety. V

of dimension p then

and positive on V.

Y.T. SIll :

'T = 4> [ VJ, where 4>. is plurisubharmonie,

Vanishing Theorems for Semipositive Bundles over Non-Kähler

l4anifolds

Let M be a eompaet eomplex manifold and L be a Hermitian

holomorphie complex line bundle over M so that the curvature of

L is semipositive everywhere on M and is strictly pos~tive on

an open subset G of M. Grauert and Riemenschneider conjeetured

that M is ~IDi~ezon if G is dense. in M (and as a consequence

H\!IM,LkKM) vanishes for k,\! ~ 1, where ~Mis the canonical line e
bundle of M-). By following the method of Poincare-Siegel of

using the Schwarz lemma, we prove that the Grauert-Riemenschneider

conjecture is true if M' G has measure zero.

Moreover the more general conjecture with the weaker

assumption that G is nonempty is true if qne bas the following

statement eoncerning the first eigenvalues: inf A1M,Lk
» 0 ,

k>o .
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where "A(M,Lk ) is the first eigenvalue of the Laplaciari

O -- k= a a* on the space of sections of Lover M.

1-1. SKWARCZYNSKI

~ Alternating projections in complex analysis

Let D b~ an arbitrary dpmain in ~n. ~ constructive.~escription

of the Bergman ~ernel function (~nd equival~~tly. ~h~ Bergman .

.projection PD) was given.

Theorem: Let D c.~n be the union of domains D i , 1 < i < m

(with known Bergman kernel functions KD . ) • In the H~lbert space
1

.H = L2
(D) we consider of each i the closed li~ear subspace F i of

all elements which are.holomorphic ~n ~i. Le~

corresponding orthogonal projection. Lett =~

~i :. H --+Fi be the

.~ t 6.;.D1with no los s

of generality). Consider fEH defined by

{

KD ( z , t) ; z E 0 1
f(z):~ 1. ' ..

. 0 ; z E 0 ....... 01

Then the sequence of alternating projections :

f
me converges in H to K

D
( •. , t) .

The proof uses a theorem of Halperin (Acta Sci~- Szeged 23,

96-99 (1962) ). A general caseDC::~ follONS by a theoremof Ramadanov.

Ch.M.STANTON :

Intrinsec connections for Levi metries

Let (M,g) be an integrable nondegenerate eR manifold with Levi

metric g. Let H(M) be the maximal codimension su.bbundle of TM..
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Let X denote a unit vector field orthogonal to H(M). Then an

idea of a proof of the following result was given :

Theorem: On M one can construct an intrinsically defined

metric connection in such a' way that X becomes a parallel vector

field,.

The construction of this connection used E.Cartan's

method of equivalence. The normal coordinates for this connection

are useful for studying some problems of ana~ysis on CR manifolds •.

N.K. STANTON

The heat equation ~or D b

Iet M be a ccrnpact strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold , dim M = 2n+l ~ 5

equipped with a I.evi netric g. Let P be the fundamental soluti~ of a~ + Ob

on (O,l)-fonns , p e. CaJ(A 0, '$Ao, '.( Mx MXJR+) ). Iet r be ~ kernel on M

IOOdelled on the fundarrental solution of a~ + ~n-2 on the Heisenberg group,
_ Cl

set q : - ( at + 0 b ) r ·

'Iheorem 1: (Stantan-Tartakoff) The f1.mdarrental solution p 18 given by

r + E (_Hk. r # qk e
k' k=l . '

q 11 q , for keE, and # 1s an operation on kerneis

oorre5{Xmdi..ng to ~sition of operators on M x JR+ •

'lbeorem 2: . (Beals - Greiner - Stanton)

Trace p(x,x,t)- t-n-' .~ K. (x) t j
dV(x) as t -+ O.

1==0 ]

'Ihe functians Kj may be ~culated by ~uatin~ ~ :fX'1~ani.al (depending only on
. .

n,j) in the canp:ments of the curvature and torsion of the Webster<.• Stanton
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cormection and their covariant derivatives, calculated in nonnal coorqinat:es .:

~rem 1 is clearly fonnally true. 'Ib make the fo~l ~ts ~rk, .:

we prove appropriate estimates. Theorem 2 is proved by devel~p:i:ng an appropriate

pseudcxli.fferential oJ;erator calculus. Stanton and Tartakoff have 9btained a

e second proof by analyzing the tenns in the seriesof Theorem 1. ,This p~f i~,

in .th~ spirit ofthe r-t:: Kean - Singer w:>rk on "the heat equation 'in Riemannian

geanetry. The original proof. is in the spirit of the 5eeley and, G~einer proofs

in Riemannian geoIlEtry.·

w. STOLL

Adefeet relation for moving targets

Nevalinna theory is extended to rnerornorphie m~ps f: M ~Fn

where M is an rn-dimensional parabolie manifold. ~e~.~ b~ a- set

of meromorphic maps g: M ~oPn)* ,where oPn )* is·the·dual projeetive

spaee. Then each g~ g is a "moving hyperplane" •

We assume that n+1 < #~ <, +'" • Also 5- is in genera'i position

at at least one point ZoEM • The ineidenee f(z) € g(z) is studied.

A First and a Seeond Main Theorem is obtained.

If M =-~m these results are applied to obtain adefeet

relation over a function field F of rank m-1 on a proper 'covering

of (!m •
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E.L.STOUT :

Differentiable interpolation on the polydisc

(Joint work with R.Saerens)

Denote by uN the unit polydisc in ~N and- by TN its

distinguished boundary. The main result waS this

Theorem Let E C T
N be a closed set and p E ~ , p > 1.

a) If-E is locally a peak set for _AP(UN) , then given

f€CP(TN ) , there is FE f\ AP- 1 ,a(UN
) with FI~ = flE .

0<a<1
b) If E is locally a peak set for AP-1,a(UN ) .' then given

f E:CP(TN) , there is F €.AP- 1 ,a(UN ) with FIE ~ f IE •

c) If E is locally a peak set for AP- 1 ,a(UN ) , then given

f€C p - 1 ,a(TN). there is F (;.~-1,a(UN) with ~IE fiE.

. p-1 oe. N(In (c) AN ' denotes the spac~ of functions on U whose

(p_1)st derivatives admit const· öo.(109 i )N-1 as modulus of

continuity).

It was shown, in addition, that the peak set of·an fEAP(UN
)

is contained in a locally closed submanifold M of TN of slass cP

that is an interpolation manifold in the sense that for each xe M

.the tangen~ space TxM meets the cone in Tx TN generated by the

a Cl
vectors aS

1
Ix'···' asNlx only at the origin.

An example was given that shows that"locally closed" cannot

be replaced by "closed" .

-e
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G. TRAUTMANN :

The Atiyah-Ward theorem for arbitrary SU(r)

Let :IP
3

(C!) ...Q..... lP 3 (C!) be the involution

(zO:Zl: z2: z 3) ~ (- zl: z o :-z3:~2)

Then the mapping z t-; z,az- .(:= line in lP 3 (C!) p~ssing thr<;>ugh

z and az) from F3(~) in~o the Grassmannian ~1,3 has v~lues in 54,

where 'S4 is identified with the real submanifold of ~1,3 defined

by the real structure of ~1,3ClP5(C!). It turns out that TI is a

fibre bundle wlth fibre lP 1 (C!) •

The theorem of Atiyah-Ward Comrn. math. phys. 55 (1977)

gives a correspondence between self-dual su(2) - connections on

54 and holomorphic rank 2 vector bundles E on lP 3 (C!) module

isomorphisms , having a holomorphic isomorphism
....:... 2

E ~ a*E , T'= -1.

'This correspondence generalizes to su(r) - connections which

then correspond to a holo~orphic *- operator

satisfying a* '* 0 *

S.M.WEBSTER

Real n-manifolds in a: n

We consider a smooth com~act or~entable r~a1 n~manifol9 Mn

imbedded in a:n ; i~ is assumed tha,t a1,1 comp1ex tangen~s are o.f

dimension one, and are sui~a~ly n~n-exceptional. They ar~~then of

e11iptic, hyperbolic er parabolic character according to an invariant

of E.Bishop. E1liptic points contribute te the hull of holomorphy

of M.
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The main theorem says that (under suitable conditions

on M) the Euler number of M

X(M) = e - h + P

, h = X(Nh ) and p is the parabolic index. Here

Ne a~d Nh denote the manifolds of elliptic and hyperbolic points, 4It
respectively.

P.M.WONG :

A PDE approach of constructing holomorphic yector bundles

.Iet M be a canpact Kähler surface . and E CL"'1 SU (k) - bundle over M. Using

perturbation nethods analogous to that of Taubes I construction of self-dual

Yang-Mills fields, we obtain the result that such bundles admit holarnrphic

structures provided that c2 .:: 2 ho,2 , where ho,2 := dima:{hol?\OrphiC 2-forms

on M}. The proof uses the fact that any 50 (k) -btmdle over M i~ the pull-back

of an SU(k) - bundle over S4 via a mapping of degree 1,and i.f c
2
~ 0 there

exists a· cannection on the SO (k) -bundle over S4 whose curvature on cr.2 ;=;JR4 e:.,. s4

is of type (1, 1). Furt:henIore an (!2 'Ne can scale the curvature by autarorphisms
2· .

of a: so that t.l-te pull-back curvature even though not of type (1, 1) is ,

however,very close to it ( in sare appropriate Lp-space ). If 'Ne use (!p2 as a e
I'ti':Xlel then in seme very special cases M may be mapped into (!p2 in such a way

that the pull-back curvature is still close to type (1, 1 ) . 'Ihis approach can be

repeated in higher dilrensional manifolds under stringent conditions. we hope to

investiga1;e·this ·problem nore extensively in the future.

Berichterstatter Gregor H~rbort
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